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About usAbout us
Welcome to Floorworld LLC, where quality, service and value 
for money is the essence and spirit of this flooring company.
Floorworld has been trading in the �ooring industry for over 8 
years within the GCC and across the middle east. With branches 
throughout Oman and the UAE with an ever-growing network 
of partners and distributors, we truly have an international 
presence.
What makes us di�erent in the �ooring business is that we 
believe in high turnover of stocks and lower pro�t margins. We 
buy all of our �ooring in large quantities to ensure we get the 
best possible prices. At any one time we have between 3.5$ 
million and 4$ million worth of �oor stocks ready for project 
executions within Oman or dispatch for export to the wider 
GCC and Africa.
As �ooring suppliers, we deal with highly regarded brands and 
European �ooring manufacturers that hold great credibility in 
the �ooring market and o�er full manufacturers warranties. We 
o�er an assortment of engineered wood �ooring, laminate 
�ooring, and vinyl �ooring. Big ranges from big brands and even 
bigger value through our exclusive partners – Gerbur of Germany 
and Swiss Hardwoods from Switzerland. 
It’s not just our cost-e�ective �ooring prices and high quality 
European �ooring products that sets us apart, it is the high 
standards of customer service and aftersales service that makes 
our loyal customers recommend us to their own friends, family, 
colleagues and neighbours. 
We focus on providing our customers the most durable, versatile 
and high-quality �ooring products at great value. 
All this is really why we get bigger by being better. Our principles, 
in tandem with our highly trained sta� and professional �ooring 
installation team has enabled the company to establish a strong 
competitive foot-hold in the Oman �ooring market. A position 
which we have achieved by our ongoing commitment to our 
valued customers.
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Our Mission

PRODUCT QUALITY and SERVICE EXCELLENCE are the twin 
principles and foundation of Floorworld LLC. We aim to provide 
top quality European �ooring products at the LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICES coupled with a class leading customer care and 
after-sales service.

We believe by developing this strategy we genuinely offer 
the best �ooring solutions in the Middle East.

We o�er a huge range of elegant and durable �oor coverings, 
we are a �ooring company that constantly endeavours to 
achieve and retain market leadership. 

Our LVT and Laminate �ooring ranges o�er the trendiest and 
most innovative �ooring designs with realistic wood �oor 
textures, from leading and trusted �ooring manufacturers from 
Europe and around the world. But more importantly, we 
routinely check our competitors’ products and pricing to 100% 
GUARANTEE that we o�er the lowest possible prices for top 
quality �ooring.

We pledge to satisfy our customers by constantly reviewing our 
customer feedback and continually updating our �oor range to 
ensure we o�er the latest in quality �ooring products.

Our growth comes from OUR success and our success from 
YOUR satisfaction!
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Shanghai

EUROPEAN BRANDED PRODUCTS ALL INSTALLATIONS TO UK STANDARDS

WE HOLD OVER 450,000  Sqm
OF FLOORING IN STOCK  

DESIGNER RUGS AVAILABLE

Our Vision

Floorworld LLC is committed to being the No.1 company of 
choice in the �ooring industry for individuals and companies 
alike. This will be achieved by understanding and anticipating 
customer needs, dedicated team work, top quality �ooring 
products and a�ordable pricing. 

We appreciate the power of word-of-mouth. Personal referrals 
are very important to us and make up over 70% of our business.
Floorworld LLC deals with highly regarded �ooring brands and 
European �ooring manufacturers that hold great credibility in 
the �ooring market with manufactures warranties. Our team 
prides itself in over-delivering on customer service and 
high-quality �ooring solutions.

We have built lasting relationships with our customers through 
empathy and complete customer satisfaction from dealing with 
us. Therefore, when it comes to decorating or renovating a new 
home or o�ce space we are the number one choice for �oor-
ing. Our customers recommend us to friends, family and work 
colleagues because we show a genuine desire to match and 
exceed our customers’ expectations.

We aim to be Number One!!!
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Service Assurance
Oud Mehta Showroom

Head O�ce Warehouse

When it comes to buying a �oor, it is important to make sure 
you purchase the correct product for the correct application. 
Once you have made your choice, what’s all the more important 
is that you have the installation done by a fully trained 
professional �ooring installer and a warranty to back it up. 

Rest assured, any �oor that you purchase from Floorworld will 
be installed to the highest of standards with a comprehensive 
warranty that covers defects to both the product and workman-
ship providing the �oor has been correctly maintained. 

At Floorworld we have over 50 professional �ooring installers, 
trained to install the floors adhering to the manufacturers 
guidelines and British Standards. We conduct systematic 
competency tests throughout the year with each team and our 
very own Project Director from the UK personally oversees these 
tests to ensure the standards are kept as high as possible.

Be it wooden �ooring, laminate �ooring or vinyl �ooring we 
provide installation services for all types of �ooring directly 
purchased from us. 

Floating installation of laminate �ooring

Semi solid wood/ Engineered wood flooring/parquet 
flooring 

Glue down installation of semi solid & solid wood �ooring

Installation of Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT ) Glue down and 
Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT ) Click

Installation of Ply Wood Sub Floors

Installation of screed �oors

Installation of self-levelling screed (1mm-30mm)

Design installation: Herring Bone & other �ooring Design as 
per customers requirement.
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Elsie Borigas

Product Range
Floorworld is a complete one-stop shop, dedicated to all your 
�ooring needs.

We not only supply and install a wide range of �oors suited for 
both residential and commercial applications, we also provide 
free �oor design consultation and �ooring solutions by our 
in-house sales and design team. 

All our flooring products carry a fully comprehensive 
manu- facturer’s warranty. Our extensive stock ensures o� the 
shelf availability of products, guaranteeing timely delivery for 
projects and satisfying immediate needs to meet deadlines.  

Our wide range of �ooring products are as below:
Engineered �ooring also know in the market as semi solid 
wood �ooring

Laminate Flooring (Parquet) 

Vinyl �ooring: Luxury Vinyl Tiles (Glue down) and Luxury Vinyl 

Tiles (LVT) Click

Carpet Tiles 

Underlay, Skirting, Beading and all types of �oor �nishing 
accessories.

Floor Maintenance Products:
We also o�er �oor maintenance oils for all Swiss Hardwoods 
engineered wood �ooring as well as cleaning solutions for your 
�oor whether it be engineered, real wood �ooring, laminate �oor-
ing or luxury vinyl tiles. 

Our floor cleaning products with the right proportion of main-
tenance chemicals are designed to clean and protect oil �nished 
�oor surfaces from dirt and stains.

Added to this, our pricing policy guarantee’s true value for 
money.
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Hardwood Flooring

At Swiss Hardwoods we believe beauty is natural. 
We enhance our �oors natural beauty by using Rubio Monocoat® oils 
for our surface treatment rather than use lacquers.  An oil �nished 
�oor provides protection from both the inside and outside. The 
advantages of oiled �oors over lacquered �oors are extensive. 
Durability:  Oil penetrates deep into the wood providing long-term
protection against everyday use while also leaving a protective layer 
on the surface to protect the �oor against water, wine and other 
irritants. 
Natural ingredients: At Swiss Hardwoods we use Rubio Monocoat® 
Fire Retardant Oil as our surface coating.  Plant based with no 
chemicals and is 100% VOC free, safe to use and great for the 
environment.
Easy to repair:  For any scratches that appear, unlike lacquered �oors, 
with an oiled �oor there's no need to sand and re�nish the entire 
�oor. A ‘ spot repair ’ at the point where the scratch is and a small 
amount of oil is applied to the a�ected area. Very quick and easy to 
repair.
Natural Feel and Touch:  With Oiled �oors you can feel the grain of 
the wood, sensual and karmic to the soul. Lacquered �oors are built 
up by layers of acrylic, essentially creating a barrier between you and 
your �ooring.
Health Bene�ts: With zero Volatile Organic Compounds emitting 
from a natural product, a Swiss Hardwoods oiled wood �oor adds to 
the indoor air quality.
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Hardwood Flooring

Uniclic Multi�t Has Even More Beni�ts 
It is not only the combination of the two different installation methods that makes Uniclic Multifit the best system.
There are still more bene�ts for you.
Seamless Floor
Uniclic Multifit connections are joined together so well that open joints are almost impossible. This helps you keep
your parquet clean easily, as dirt has almost no chance of getting between the joints.
A Perfectly Level Floor
The panels have no margin to shift as the tongue fits perfectly into the groove. This results in a floor without level 
differences, and thus with no wear and tear at the edges.
Click And Enjoy
You can enjoy your Quick-Step immediately because you lay your dream �oor with a simple click. What’s more, the �oor has
already been given a protective layer, so no more fuss and bother with waxing or oiling… Once your �oor has been laid,
you don’t have to wait around: you can start walking on it and decorating the interior of your home immediately.
Your Floor Moves With You
Are you moving? No problem. If you have laid a ‘floating’ floor, you can easily dismantle it and re-lay it somewhere
else. Clicking it together and apart is a piece of cake. And after re-laying, your floor will maintain its original durability.
Making you feel at home right away.

First hitting the high street in 2009, Quick-Step® Parquet has 
rapidly developed an enviable reputation amongst retailers, 
�oor �tters and consumers, as the best engineered  wood 
�ooring range available in the market.  The ability to marry eye- 
catching style with ease of installation and high performance 
has quickly established Quick-Step® Parquet as the product of 
choice for professionals and end users alike.

At Floorworld LLC we continually stive to improve and broaded 
our product o�ering and with Quick•Step® Parquet we have a 
manufacturer that can deliver a great looking product that is 
easier to install, at times %50 quicker than its closest competitor, 
has unrivalled performance guarantees and what’s more a full 
range of matching accessories that help �nish the job to 
perfection. Also, the seven layer U.V. lacquered �nish with 
Nano-particle technology is highly scratch resistant and 
produces some of the best looking �oors we have ever 
installed.
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Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)

Luxury Vinyl Tiles or (LVT) are made from a customized form of PVC with
a extremely durable top wear layer of Vinyl.  The bene�ts and features of
LVT are extensive, as we have listed:

What is Luxury Vinyl Tile?

WATERPROOF AND MOISTURE RESISTANT: Unlike wood �ooring or laminated �ooring, LVT can be 
installed in wet areas like kitchen or bathrooms with the minimum of maintenance. The PVC 
construction means that it is ideal for the humidity and temperature swings found in the Middle East.

DESIGNER APPEARANCE: With superior attention to detail in high-resolution graphics, our LVT 
products allow you to create the look you desire and make a statement with your choice of �ooring. 
With borders, features, design strips, motifs (even company logos!) the possibilities of design are 
endless.

REALISTIC: Our products perfectly replicate the look and feel of nature with the versatility of vinyl. This 
means you can have the e�ect of natural,  stylish wood �ooring with none of the disadvantages.

DURABLE AND LOW MAINTENANCE: No stiletto heel marks like real wood or unsightly scratches. This 
means your �oor won’t splinter, chip or crack under strain. And it will always look its best, with minimum 
e�ort.

HYGIENIC AND VERSATILE: In a family home, hygiene is particularly important. With LVT, bacteria and 
dirt cannot latch into cracks, and the surface can be simply wiped clean. 

AFFORDABLE: That sought after, hand crafted look can be costly - yet LVT o�ers a superb natural e�ect 
with added durability at excellent value for money. You’ll be surprised just how a�ordable such high 
quality products can be.

At Floorworld, we o�er two ranges of Luxury Vinyl Tile from two leading and trusted manufacturers. 
Both companies are UK based, with dealers and specialists throughout Europe. Exclusively intro-
duced to Dubai and the Middle East with their very �rst display stands in OUD METHA, they are now 
available in all Floorworld showrooms accross UAE. Karndean and Amtico international o�er the  widest 
choice available in elegant and a�ordable �ooring.
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NEW PRODUCT

Gerbür Vision
Revolutionary
New LVT CLICK !!

LVT - Range

Gerbür Wood Grain Luxury Vinyl Tiles : Take a closer look

We �nd the inspiration for Design �ooring in the beauty of the natu-
ral world and feel passionate about bringing this into every product 
we create. A stunning collection of high quality �oors with the natu-
ral beauty and durability of wood �ooring, yet with all the practical 
bene�ts of luxury vinyl tiles.

At Gerbür we design, develp and manufacture high qualty Luxury 
Vinyl Tiles with unique and patented properties using state-of- 
the-art technologies for both home and commercial usage. No 
Matter wether the project is a commercial, residential or a sports 
facility installation, Gerbür Nature LVT will exceed the requirments of 
even the most demanding areas of tra�c.

It is a combination of our world wide expertise, our broad product 
portfolio as well as our intimate understanding of our customer’s 
needs that enables Gerbür to create those distinctive �ooring
experiences.

Innovative and modern designs at the best possible price vs 
performance ration.

For more : www.gerbur.com
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THE HOME OF BEAUTIFUL FLOORING

LVT - Range

Established in 1964 and with over 40 years of inspiration and 
Innovation Amtico International have created a diverse portfolio 
of brands, encompassing an extensive product range. 

Amtico International is the company that is the driving force 
behind the recent boom in LVT flooring. 

Amtico has grown to dominate the premium resilient market, 
both in terms of sales value and brand awareness. They are 
highly regarded within the market as innovators when it comes 
to design and brand development.

Amtico’s approach to product development has always been to 
offer value through focused innovation, an ethos they continue 
to foster in order to deliver solutions for clearly defined residential, 
commercial and institutionalsectors.

Trends and times change, but Amtico have never been content 
to simply go with the flow.
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Laminate Flooring While laminate used to be a fallback choice for many customers 
who would have preferred hardwood but couldn’t a�ord it, 
innovations in design and performance now make it a positive  
choice rather than a negative one.

Floorworld Laminate Flooring is constructed from layers of  specially 
developed melamine sheets pressed under extreme pressures 
against the core board of High Density Fibreboard. 
The bottom layer of the laminate �oor is made from melamine and 
called the balancing strip so that the board does not warp  and 
stays straight and �at. 

The midlle section of the board is the High Density Fibreboard onto 
which is pressed the next layer of the decor paper which is actually 
a photograph of real wood or tiles, which is printed on paper. This 
paper is impregnated with a melamine resin,  On top of this, there 
comes a very strong transparent protective layer called the wear 
layer.

It is this top layer of melamine which gives the hardness and 
durability that laminate �ooring is renowned for. The durability of 
high quality laminate is respected for how it can stand up to the 
everyday use with only the minimum of maintenance.
We o�er a huge range of Laminate Flooring from the three  largest 
and most respected manufacturers in Europe and indeed the 
World. All three manufacturers use authenticated UNICLIC System 
to insure the perfect �tting �oor every time.

Belgian based Quick-Step is the biggest brand in Laminate Flooring. 
Quick- Step is so con�dent in the products they o�er, that most come 
with 25-years guarantees against wear and tear and moisture damage. 
Introductions of manufacturing innovations that mimic the texture, as 
well as the appearance of wood and stone allow Quick-Step to 
emphasize fashion and appearance. 
Inventors of the patented “Unilin Click-System” Quick-Step considers its 
products to be middle to high-end, and is sold exclusively through 
Floorworld stores throughout Dubai.

Quick-Step is the Rolls Royce of Laminate Flooring!
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Laminate Flooring

Gerbür �rst started producing laminate �ooring in 1997. Today we 
enjoy the enviable position as one of the World's top Laminate 
Flooring Manufacturers enjoying enviable market positions 
throughout Europe, North America and Asia. We are proud that as 
a global player, we have customers and partners in approx 60 coun-
tries.

In Europe, our products are sold to consumers and professional 
contractors within the residential and commercial sectors. Main 
sales outlets are �ooring and paint stores, as well as home improve-
ment stores.

Sales in North America are aimed primarily at consumers. Our 
products are sold through home improvement stores as well as 
over 1,400 independent speciality retailers. Our advantage lies in 
the fact that we have the capacity of a corporate group while 
retaining �exibility to meet our customers needs. Innovation is a 
tradition for us. 

Gerbür has two production units in Germany located in Barsing-
housen and Rutesheim. In addition we have one production unit in 
U.S. situated in Spruce Pine, North Carolina.

We design, develop and manufacture high quality laminate 
�ooring with unique and patented properties, using 
state-of-the-art technology for both home and commercial areas 
to withstand even the most demanding areas of tra�c.

Innovative and modern designs at the best possible price vs 
performance ratio, 
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Carpets
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We specialise in the design and supply of luxury handmade 
carpets and rugs in collaboration with Valentino Carpets, the 
world's most luxurious carpet manufacturer.  Whether for a 
private residential interior,  large commercial project or 
yacht, 

Floorworld can supply �tted carpets or designer loose laid 
rugs in any size,  any shape or colour.  All our carpets are 
made from 100% New Zealand wool and are produced to 
exact room sizes and shapes in one piece, avoiding unsightly 
joins.

Whether it is an intricate border design following the 
contours of an elaborate staircase, or the simple opulence of 
a bespoke luxury carved carpet in your own special colour, 
every project is designed to suit the speci�c requirements of 
each individual. 

The possibilities are limitless due to the sheer diversity of 
material, colours and shapes available.

We are happy to work with you or your designers to create 
original designs to suit your individual requirements. 
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Carpet Tiles
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Floorworld is delighted to announce the launch of our excit-
ing new carpet tile collections Fairview and Brooks. Available 
in eight stunning colors and in two sizes, plank size and 
squares, these modern designed carpet tiles add a dash of 
color and panache to even the most dullest of o�ce spaces.
Manufactured using 100% colorfast stain resistant polypro-
pylene and having a PVC backing incorporating �berglass as 
the middle layer to aid dimensional stability and combat 
expansion and contraction, with 7mm thickness and backed 
by the manufacturer CFlors of Canada's extensive 5 year 
warranty, these colorful hard wearing low cost carpet tiles 
are for those seeking a luxurious warm interior on a budget. 
Easy to install and remove with no adhesives or damage to 
the sub�oor, these squares and plank e�ect carpet tiles o�er 
an endless combination of colorful �oor designs to enable 
you to custom design your home or o�ce.
The Fairview and Brooks Collections are in stock and availa-
ble to order today for immediate delivery and installation 
from Floorworld.com the biggest �ooring company in the 
Middle East.
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Completed Project Government Sector

DEWA - HEAD OFFICE 
DEIRA DUBAI

OVER 4000 Sqm LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

DUBAI CUSTOMS
HEAD OFFICE

1200 Sqm LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

US NAVY DOCKS - FLOATING
MUSEUM ABOARD THE SHIP DUBAI

AMTICO LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

Completed Project

For more completed projects visit :
www.�oorworld.com/completed-projects
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BURJ KHALIFA AT THE TOP 
RETAIL SHOP

700 SQM OF LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

RIXOS HOTEL PALM JUMEIRAH
OVER 12,000 SQM ECOWOOD INSTALLED

TIME OAK HOTEL TCOM
OVER 3,000 SQM OF LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

Completed Project
Hospitality Sector

For more completed projects visit :
www.�oorworld.com/completed-projects
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Hospitality Sector

OVER 12 BRANCHES OF 
STAR BUCKS

INSTALLED THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE EAST

ROLLER COASTER
RESTAURANT

YAS MALL - ABU DHABI

BODY SHOP
MADINAT JUMEIRAH

LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLATION

Completed Project

For more completed projects visit :
www.�oorworld.com/completed-projects
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Corporate Sector

JC DECAUS
(ADVERTISING COMPANY)
GERBUR LAMINATE INSTALLED

ACW HOTEL ( T-COM)
OVER 9,000 SQM OF 
LUXURY VINYL TILES

NABD ELITE - NATIONAL BANK
ABU DHABI

14 BRANCHES INSTALLED - QUICKSTEP LAMINATE

Completed Project

For more completed projects visit :
www.�oorworld.com/completed-projects
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Residential Sector

FRONT D
PALM JUMEIRAH

KARNDEAN LUXURY VINYL TILE

AL KHAWANEEJ-PRIVATE VILLA
300 SQM CUSTOM DESIGN 

GERBUR LUXURY VINYL TILE INSTALLED

MR. EYAD JUMA
AL KHAWANEEJ DUBAI

Completed Project

For more completed projects visit :
www.�oorworld.com/completed-projects
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Tel : +968 2443 4911
E-mail : info@�oorworld.om 
Web : www.�oorworld.om

Oman Head O�ce :
O�ce 104, MJ Building, Bousher, 
Misfah, PO Box.1095, Postal Code-130, 
Sultanate of Oman

Tel : +968 24483778
E-mail : info@�oorworld.om 

Muscat Showroom :
Ground �oor Muscat Grand Mall
(next to Homes R us )

+971 2 449 9877

Tel  : +971 4 889 5661       
E-mail : sales@�oorworld.com
Web: www.�oorworld.com

Head O�ce - Dubai UAE
Umm Suqeim Street
PO Box. 212349,
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

Tel  : +971 4 332 7153

Umm Suqeim Showroom

+971 3 762 0225

+971 7 221 2196

+971 7  228 9742

+971 4 286 5935
Warehouse - Jebel Ali

stock@�oorworld.com

Coming Soon
Cityland Mall

city@�oorworld.com

+971 4 336 6794

+971 4 454 2992

+971 4 321 1388

+971 4 251 4898

+971 2 622 1188

+971 2 563 9399

+971 2 444 0484

+971 50 216 2331

Branches across the GCC
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